1. PAGE 4, (DTG 200111Z Nov 66) 111 MAF DAILY SITREP # 323 period 190001H to 192400H Nov 66 OPERATION RIO BLANCO
2. PAGE 5 & 6, (NO DTG LISTED) 111 MAF HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 324, period 200001H to 202400H Nov 66 OPERATION RIO BLANCO
3. CG,111,MAF Msg 220333Z Nov 66, 111 MAF DAILY HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 325, period 21 Nov 66 OPERATION RIO BLANCO
4. PAGE 5, DTG 230333Z Nov 66, 111 MAF DAILY HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 326, period 220001H to 222400H Nov 66 OPERATION RIO BLANCO
5. PAGE 5, DTG 240333Z Nov 66, 111 MAF DAILY HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 327, period 230001H to 232400H Nov 66 OPERATION RIO BLANCO
6. CG,111,MAF Msg 250333Z Nov 66, 111 MAF DAILY HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 328, period 240001H to 242400H Nov 66 OPERATION RIO BLANCO
7. PAGE 5, DTG 260333Z Nov 66, 111 MAF DAILY HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 329, period 25 Nov 66 OPERATION RIO BLANCO
8. COMUSMACV Msg 262226Z Nov 66, Subj: TELECON (U) OPERATION RIO BLANCO
9. CG,111,MAF Msg 270333Z Nov 66, 111 MAF DAILY HISTORICAL SUMMARY # 330, period 26 Nov 66, OPERATION RIO BLANCO
10. COMUSMACV Msg 272213Z Nov 66, Subj: TELECON (U) OPERATION RIO BLANCO TERMINATED 271800H Nov 66
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OP IN QUANG NGAI PROV. CONT RATE CONTACT. PL PLANNED 1400
CO VIC (BS551020) OR 555720 NY, VIC 555730 VC VIC
(CONF). CAS FOR ANY TARGET ON QUANG NGAI WILL REQUIRE PERMISSION
ENEMY: 3 XIA (CONF)

B. PLANS SUMMARY
(1) OP PRAIRIE. 25 MAJ. MG. CONT 0800 CP IN
QUANG TRI PROV.
(2) OP PAYNE MIL 28/ST BCT NG VC CP IN TICH
THIEN PROV.
(3) OP DRAGON EYES 16/ST BCT NG VC WILL ASSUME
CONTROL OF AND CONT CP IN QUANG NGAI PROV
(4) OP BUNGAN AT BASE COORDINATED USING
ARVN/PROCOM. VIC OF WILL LOC. IN QUANG NGAI PROV IN AREA
BOUND BY LINE FROM VIC (BS551020). EAST TO VIC (BS551020);
SOUTH TO VIC (BS571085). WEST TO VIC (BS551020) AND NORTH TO VIC (BS45085). ONE ON KRAINF. OP TTH MAN WILL ATK EAST FROM VIC (BS47104) USING THE SON TRA TRIC AS SOUTHERN
BOUNDARY. SECOND ARVN/PROCOM WIL ATK EAST FROM BASE GENERAL
VICINITY USING THE SON TRA TRIC AS SOUTHERN BOUNDARY. 0IDG
FORCES WILL ESTABLISH BLK POS FROM VIC (BS423032) TO VIC
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20001-202400H Nov
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DTG TERMINATED: N/A

TYPE OF OP: S&D

PURPOSE: SEARCH OUT AND DESTROY ENEMY PERSONNEL AND SUPPLIES IN AREA OF OP.

7TH MARINES BEGAN S&D CP IN COORD WITH 2D ARVN DIV, 2D BDE ROKMC, AND HÀ THÀNH CIDG FORCES IN QUANG NGAI PROV AT 201113H WHEN CO DIV 1/7 LISTED INTO LZ VIC (BS 42575). AT 200645H ORTOS IN 3/11 CONVOY MOVING TO POS DET MINE AND TURNED OVER VIC (BS 594720). 1 USMC KIA, 2 USMC WIA (MED EVAC) AT 201430H CO W/3/7 VIC (BS 44276) REC'D 50 RDS AV FIRE FROM VC SQD. RTND 250 RDS 8A AND N=19 CALLED IN ARMY WITH UNK RESULTS. 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC) AT 201530H CO D VIC (BS 435752) DET MINE, 4 USMC WIA (MED EVAC).

CUM RESULTS: USMC ENEMY

1 KIA
1 WIA
7 WIA

H Ciudad

CUM HEL SORTIES: 252
CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 45
CUM NGF: NONE
CUM ARTY: NOT AVAILABLE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(C)</th>
<th>(D)</th>
<th>(E)</th>
<th>(F)</th>
<th>(G)</th>
<th>(H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MISSIONS: 94</td>
<td>MISSIONS: 938</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) 7th FAR CONT SOP IN NGAI PROV.
WITH LIGHT CONTACT AT 211045H CO D/1/7 PLAIT PUB PLTL VIC (BS4222754) RECO 20 RDS SA FIRE FROM 2 VC VIC (BS4222754), RTND 40 RDS SA, 1 USMC VIA MED EVAC. AT 210730H 20 PLAIL PUB PLTL VIC (BS4222754) FIRED ON 4 VC VIC (BS307752), 3 VC KIA (PRBS). AT 211615H CO D/1/7 VIC (BS307752).
SECRET SECTION TWO OF FOUR

4 KIA 4 KIA (CONF)
1 WIA 10 KIA (PROB)
3 WGS

(c) CUM HEL SORTIES: 1816
(d) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 76
(e) CUM NGF & NONE
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(f) CUM ARTY
1. MISSIONS: 49
2. AMMO EXPENDED: 485
B. SPECIAL OPS
1. STING RAY OPS
(A) STING RAY 1 HD-139
1. NO CHANGE
(B) STING RAY 1 HD-146
1. COMPLETED
2. AT 1534
3. 3 FOR/ YN 2INOV/HEL
4. N/A
(-18) NONE
(C) STING RAY 1 HD125
1. TERMINATED
2. BSG-58
3. 2A/FM 1INOV/HEL
4. 2A/OUT 2INOV/HEL
5. 10
6. 3 NCF
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20380
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[Document content]

DECLASSIFIED
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CUM HEL SORTIES: 1361
CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 68
AMMO EXPENDED: 344
MISSIONS: 94
ARTY MISSIONS: 1154
AMMO EXPENDED: 5,368
OP RIO BLANCO
7TH MAR CONT S&D OP IN QUANG NGA PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT. AT 230000h CO D/1/1 PER POS VIC (BS 460787) REC'D 25 RDS SA FIRE FROM 3 VC VIC (BS 461787), RTND 20 RDS SA FIRE, CALLED IN 9 RDS 81MM HE WITH UNK RESULTS. AT 230900h CO M/3/7 S&D OP VIC (BS 443761) OBSR 1 VC VIC (BS 447762), FIRED 20 RDS SA WITH NEG RESULTS. AT 230900h

PAGE SIX RUNMNF 1926 SECRET CO C/1/7 S&D OP VIC (BS 418762) DEST 2 CAVES, AT 230945h CO C/1/7 S&D OP VIC (BS 424757) DEST 2 BOoby TRAPPED M-26 GRENS. AT 231000h CO D/1/7 S&D OP VIC (BS 461784) REC'D 50 RDS SA FIRE FROM VIC (BS 464783) AND (BS 465787), RTND 30 RDS SA FIRE, 3 RDS 60MM, 2 RDS 81MM HE, 1 USMC WIA (MINOR), SEARCHED AREA WITH NEG RESULTS. AT 231115h CO D/1/7 VIC (BS 453798) OBSR 7 VC VIC (BS 455805), FIRED 60 RDS SA AND SEARCHED AREA WITH NEG RESULTS. AT 231220h CO B/1/7 VIC (BS 441770) OBSR 3 VC VIC (BS 443779), FIRED 50 RDS SA, 2 RDS M-79 AND 3 VC VIC (BS 443779), FIRED 50 RDS SA, 2 RDS M-79 AND SEARCHED AREA WITH NEG RESULTS. AT 231445h CO M/3/7 S&D CBT PTL SEARCHED HAMLET VIC (BS 443767) DEST 1 RD 60MM HIDDEN UNDER FLOOR OF HUT, AT 231725h CO B/1/7 S&D VIC (BS 420765) OBSR 20 VC VIC (BS 427770), CALLED IN ARTY HSN WITH NEG RESULTS. AT 231800h CO M/3/7 S&D OP VIC (BS 438764) APPREHENDED 4 VCS. AT 231815h CO M/3/7 S&D OP VIC (BS 438763) OBSR 2 VC VIC (BS 433764), FIRED 40 RDS SA, 7 RDS M-79, 1 VC VIA (PROB), 1 VCC. AT 231830h CO C/1/7 S&D PTL VIC (BS 445773) FOUND VC PACK CONTAINING GAS MASK, MED SUPPLIES, HAMMOCK, FLASHLIGHT, DOG USMC ENEMY
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FROM 243924H TO 244930H VIC (BS 498759) 2 USMC A74 ACFT COND
VS RESULTING IN 6 VC KIA (PROB). AT 241930H 1 NVA SURRENDERED
CARRYING 1 CHICOM AU RIFLE, 5A RDS SA HK40 AND 1 GRENADE.
AT 241100H 2ND CO VIC (BS 505745) CT RD 1 VC FROM 241228H TO
241455H 2 USMC A-4 ACFT COND A/S ON VC TRP CONCENTRATION VIC
AT 241435H RESULTING IN 4 VC KIA (PROB). FROM 241435H TO
241455H 2 USMC A-4 ACFT COND A/S ON VC BASE CAMP VIC (BS
670897) RESULTING IN 6 VC KIA (PROB). FROM 241335H TO
241340H 2 USMC F-4C ACFT COND VS ON VC TRP CONCENTRATION
VIC (BS 670897) RESULTING IN 2 VC KIA (PROB). FROM 241445H
TO 241535H 2 USMC F-4 ACFT COND A/S ON TRENCHES VIC (BS
545794) RESULTING IN 4 VC KIA (PROB). FROM 241510H TO
241535H 2 USMC A-4 ACFT COND VS VIC CBS 670897 RESULTING
IN 2 VC KIA (PROB). FROM 241628H TO 241640H 2 USMC F-4 ACFT
COND VS VIC (BS 670894) CBS 677906) AND (BS 676901) RESULTING
IN 2 VC KIA (PROB).

4 WIA 35 KIA 151 KIA (CONF)
26 WIA 61 KIA (PROB)

7 RALLYERS
22 VCS
18 VNPS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 1576
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 91
(E) CUM NF:
(1) MISSIONS: 594
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 544
(F) CUM ARTY:
(1) MISSIONS: 1244
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 5570

AT UP KIO BLANCO

(3) 7TH HAR CONT S&D OP IN QUANG NGAI PROV WITH
LIGHT CONTACT AT 240950H CO B/1/7 S&D OP VIC CBS 437777.
RECD 2 RDS SA FIRE FROM UNK DIRECTION, SEARCH AREA WITH
NEG RESULTS. 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). AT 241100H CO B/1/7/
VIC (BS 437777) RECD 5 RDS SA FIRE FROM VIC (BS 439775).
REND 5 RDS SA AND CALLED IN ARTY WITH UNK RESULTS. 1 USMC
WIA (MED EVAC). AT 241720H CO B/1/7 PER POS VIC (BS
479731) 1 MARINE DET UNK TYPE EXPLOSIVE DEVICE, 1 USMC WIA
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MESSAGE REPRODUCTION FORM
NAVMC HQ 532-BDM (REV. 12-65)
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29 VCS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 1462
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 221
(C) CUM NGF:

(1) MISSIONS: 13
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 126
(2) MISSIONS: 28
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 2356

(A) STING RAY OPS
(B) STING RAY MD-249

SECRET
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IV. MISSIONS OR
1. AMMO ENDED: 344
2. KM ARTY:
3. MISSIONS: 1589
4. TACTICAL: 562 4/7 UP 12/7 400
5. 7TH MAINT S & OPIN QNG NVA PROV WITH
6. SIGNIFICANT CONTACT AT 2346Z I BLOCKING FORCE ENGAGED FROM VC
7. 251 BOW TO BS 53855 TO BS 53855: RECOJ SA FIRE AND 6 RDS 81 MM FROM
8. VC ATTEMPTING TO BREAK THRU VP ON RMD SA 561 N WAD
9. CALLED IN S-mode: USMC KIA, 23 USMC WIA, 8 VC KIA/CONS
10. VC WIA 3 V WIA (PROB), WIA: 1 VCW 251, 14036 CO VC OOS
11. SEARCHING HOUSE VC BS 5380021 AWAITED: VC W/ GPT
12. PACKS, 1 SUITCASE FILLED WITH PROPAGANDA BOOKS AND 2 WALLETS
13. AT 2357Z VC HEL RESUPPLY UP FOR 1 VC CRP VC BS 53025
14. REX 15 RDS SA FIRE, AND 75 RDS 81MM 2 RDS 3.B. ON VC WITH
15. UN RESULTS
16. D 8 IM RESULTS: USMC INJURY
17. 4 KIA 30 KIA KIA
18. 316 MIA

PAGE 3A HUMINT 2068 SECRET
19. 44 MIA 26 KIA (PROB)
20. 1 VC 22 WIA

CC: CUM HEL SORTIES: 3852
1. CUM TAC AIR SORTIES WE
2. KM AFB
3. MISSIONS: 5
4. AMMO EXPENDED: 1204
5. CUM ARTY:
6. MISSIONS: 245
7. AMMO EXPENDED: 2191
8. SPECIAL OPS
9. COUNTY FAIR
10. CTC PR 5-48
11. 1430 BOW 1410 BOW 1450 BOW 1470 BOW 1490 BOW
12. NO NAGA VILLAGE IN VC AREA 15-15
13. VC CO 902-929, DEP 12/3, 22 UNK
14. VC B 5D FLAK BATT, LV FOR DIST OFFICIALS, DIST PROP
15. DEP 12/3 902-929, TAKE KV NATURAL BOMA 13, AND MAIL TOUS
16. DEP

17. 2/03
18. 32

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
NMC191ACN623
TELECON ITEM NBR 1212/66
FM COMACV 2622262
to NMCC
CINCPAC
ZEN/CG I FFORCEN
ZEN/CMDR 7TH AIR FORCE
BT
CONFIDENT
SUBJ: TELECON (U)

A. OPN LIEN KET 70; TERM 262100H. FINAL RESULTS:
FRD: 3 KIA, 15 WIA; VC: 74 KIA, 23 VVC, 110 VCS, 20 I/WPNS AND 1 C/S
WPNCPRND.

B. ALL OTHER OPNS CONT W/O SIGNIFICANT CONTACT REPTD.

3. (C) III CTZ

PAGE 2 RUMSMA 1212 CONFIDENTIAL

A. ALL OPERATIONS CONT W/O SIGNIFICANT CONTACT
REPTD.

B. UNITS WHICH PARTICIPATED IN OPN ATELEBRO HAVE
RETURNED TO THEIR BASE CAMP AREAS OR TO POSITIONS AS FOLLOWS:
(1) 1ST INF DIV TAC CP TO DI AN VIC XT900050.
(2) 1ST BDE, 1ST DIV, 1/26, 1/26 TO PHUOC
VINH VIC XT965490.
(3) 2D BDE, 1ST DIV, 2/16, 1/18, 2/18 TO DI AN
VIC XT900050.
(4) 3D BDE, 1ST DIV, 1/16, 2/28 TO LAI KHE VIC
XT767478.
(5) 25TH INF DIV TAC CP TO CU CHI VIC XT647153.
(6) 2D BDE, 25TH DIV, 2/14, 1/27, 2/27 TO CU
CHI VIC XT6516. I/5M(-) CONDUCTED A ROUTE RECONNAISSANCE FROM VIC
XT146678 TO THE CU CHI BASE CAMP, CLOSING 26 NOV. CO C-1/5M ATCH'D
TO 19TH FOR AN IDENTIFIABLE PERIOD, WILL REMAIN AT TAY NINH.
(7) 196TH INF BDE TAC CP, 3/21, 2/1, 4/31 TO
TAY NINH VIC XT165523.
(8) 173D ABN BDE TAC CP, 2/503 TO BIEN HOA VIC
YT09149.
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(9) 3D BDE, 4TH INF TAC CP, 2/22, 2/12 TO DAU
TIENG VIC XT497472.

4. (U) IV CTZ - NO SIGNIFICANT CONTACT REPT.
GP 4
BT

26 22 26
SECRET

(4) 0954 K10 BLANCO

2005 7TH MAR CONT S&D OP IN QUANG NGOI PROV WTH
88/5 19.5-15. AT 260900Z CO D/1/7. PLAT CB T PL T VIC (BS
514826) FOUND BOOBY TRAP MATERIAL AND INSTRUCTIONS IN HUT,
APPR6NCED 1 VCHR IN ON ROOF, CPTRD 0900.00 VN AND 1
TRANSMITTER RADIO. AT 260930Z CO M/3/7. PLAT CB T PL T VIC
SEQUENCE 195133) REO 100 RDS SA FIRE FROM VC S&D VIC (BS 513815),
RTND 200 RDS SA AND PURSUE, WHILE CROSSING STREAM 1 MARINE
FELL INTO HOLE AND TIM LDR TRIED TO RESCUE HIM, BOTH DROWNED.
SEARCHED AREA WITH NEG RESULTS, 2 USMC KIA; 1 USMC WIA (MED
EVAC). AT 261500HCO M/3/7 PLAT CB T PL T VIC (BS 553832) OBSR 2
VC VIC (BS 554818). FIRED 25 RDS SA AND 3 RDS M-79. 1 VC KIA
(CONF). AT 261528H CO M/3/7 VIC (BS 553819) OBSR 5 VC VIC
(BS 556317). FIRED 5 RDS SA AND REC'D 20 RDS SA FIRE AND 6
RDS 60MM, RTND 35 RDS SA AND 6 RDS M-79. 1 VC KIA (CONF).

(B) CUM RESULTS: USMC

6 KI
51 KIA (CONF)
53 WIA
26 KIA (PROB)
8 VCC
22 WPHS

(C) UH HEL SORTIES: 1676

(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 239

(E) CUM N0PS

(F) CUM ARTY

(G) MISSHOTS: 5

(H) AMMO EXPENDED: 126

(I) MISSIONS: 299

(J) AMMO EXPENDED: 3182

(K) SPECIAL OPS

(1) STING RAY OPS

(A) STING RAY 3 MD-199

(B) TERMINATED

(2) YD 8819

(3) 14/21 NOV/HRL

(4) 14/21 NOV/HRK

(5) 14/21 NOV/IRK

(J) STING RAY 3 MD-180

(K) TERMINATED

(L) YD 8820

(M) 14/21 NOV/HRL
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NAVMCH 2124 3310742
0 270333Z NOV 66
FM CG I/I MAF
TO RUECM/CIC
INFO RUECM/CIC
RUADOL/CG FMFPAC (FWD)
ZEN/CG THIRD MARDIV
ZEN/CG FIRST MARDIV
ZEN/CG FIRST NAV
ZEN/CG FORLOGCMD
RUADOL/CG NINTH MAB
RUADOL/CTG SEVEN NINE PT FIVE
RUADOL/CTG SEVEN NINE PT TWO

SECRET, SECTION TWO OF THREE SECTIONS
(A) 182/OUT 26NOV/TRK
(C-10) NO CHANGE
(C) STING RAY 3 MD-121
(C) NO CHANGE
(D) STING RAY 3 MD-122
(C) COMMENTED

SECRET
MACV4721
TELECON ITEM 1218/66
0 272213Z NOV 66
FM COMUSMACV
TO NMCC
CINCPAC
INFO ZEN/CG III MAF
ZEN/CG I FFORCEV
ZEN/CG II FFORCEV
ZEN/COMNAVFORV
ZEN/SA IV CORPS
ZEN/CMDR 7TH AIR FORCE
BT
CONFIDENTIAL CCN 51112 FROM: MACCOC3
SUBJ: TELECON (U)
1. (U) I, II, III, IV - CTZ - ALL OPNS CONT W/O
SIGNIFICANT CONTACT REPTD.
2. (C) I CTZ
   A. OPN DRAGON EYES A ONE BN 2D BDE ROKMC TAOR S/D
   OPN IN QUANG NGAI PROV VIC BS5480 COMM 090800H NOV TERM 271600H NOV.
   FINAL RES: FRD: 38 KIA, 101 WIA (INCL 4 USMC); VC: 154 KIA, 4 VCC,
   21 VCS, 7 RALLIERS, 23 I/WPNs AND 1 C/S WPN CPIRD.
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B. OPN RIO BLANCO: TERM 271800H. FINAL RESULTS:
   RESULTS: FRD: 6 KIA, 45 WIA; VC: 51 KIA, 8 VCC, 22 VCS.
   GP-4
   BT